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Accurate Human Localization for Automatic
Labelling of Human from Fisheye Images
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ABSTRACT

Deep learning networks like Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) show successful performances

in many computer vision applications such as image classification, object detection, and so on. For

implementation of deep learning networks in embedded system with limited processing power and

memory, deep learning network may need to be simplified. However, simplified deep learning network

cannot learn every possible scene. One realistic strategy for embedded deep learning network is to

construct a simplified deep learning network model optimized for the scene images of the installation

place. Then, automatic training will be necessitated for commercialization. In this paper, as an intermediate

step toward automatic training under fisheye camera environments, we study more precise human

localization in fisheye images, and propose an accurate human localization method, Automatic Ground-

Truth Labelling Method (AGTLM). AGTLM first localizes candidate human object bounding boxes by

utilizing GoogLeNet-LSTM approach, and after reassurance process by GoogLeNet-based CNN network,

finally refines them more correctly and precisely(tightly) by applying saliency object detection technique.

The performance improvement of the proposed human localization method, AGTLM with respect to

accuracy and tightness is shown through several experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent successes of deep convolution neural

network (CNN) in computer vision applications

motivate researchers to enable CNN-based algo-

rithms to be running on embedded systems [1].

As opposed to workstation computing environ-

ments with powerful processing capability and

large memory, embedded systems usually have

limitation on those. By now, it is well-known that

in general, deeper layers (increased number of lay-

ers), wider layer (increased layer size) of CNN can

learn more about different scenes so that it can

perform better with respect to vision tasks (image

classification, object detection, and etc.) for every

possible scene. However, deeper and wider CNN

requires more computational power and memory,

which may not be allowed in many embedded

systems. One realistic strategy for embedded CNN

is to construct a simplified CNN network model

optimized for the scene of the installation place.

Since a simplified CNN network with reduced

number of layers and narrower layers can learn

enough about a specific scene (a scene about in-

stallation place) and processes fast, it may run in

real-time with reasonably good performance on an
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Fig. 1. (a) Images from training dataset, (b) Positive 
samples in training dataset, (c) Images from 
testing dataset, (d) Imprecise True Positives, (e) 
False Positives.

embedded system. However, as expected, the per-

formance of such a simplified CNN drops sig-

nificantly when it is tested against a new environ-

ment different from the training environment. For

example, Fig. 1 illustrates this fact, which was ob-

tained from experiments about our simplified

YOLO model [2] which consists of 5 convolution

layers, 4 max pooling layers followed by 2 fully

connected layers, dropout layer and output de-

tection layer.

The YOLO simplified model [2] has been trained

from omni-images of training datasets as shown

in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). Here, omni-images means the

images obtained from omni-directional cameras.

When the YOLO simplified model was tested

against omni-images obtained from a scene (Fig.

1 (c)) different from that of training, it performed

poorly as shown in Fig. 1 (d) and (e). The lack

of robustness of the YOLO simplified model with

respect to human detection against different envi-

ronments from training ones was shown more

thoroughly in [2].

Then, an issue is how to train the simplified

CNN model again appropriately for each installa-

tion place from image datasets which are collected

from each installation place. Manual training for

every installation is very costly and practically

prohibitive.

In this paper, we propose a precise human local-

ization method, AGTLM (Automatic Ground-Truth

Labelling Method) under omni-directional camera

environments for the purpose of automatic label-

ling humans in omni-images which are captured

from omni-directional cameras. These labelled da-

ta can be utilized for reference ground-truth data

in training CNN to learn human localization in an

omni-image scene frame. It is critical that the

ground-truth data set should not have incorrect

data and had better have tighter and more precise

data. Wrong ground-truth data (non-human ob-

jects) or not tight enough ground-truth data af-

fects negatively on training so that they lead to

yielding deteriorated performance of the simplified

CNN network. One can see this fact in an ex-

perimental data of Table 2 in Section 4. Thus, the

correct and tight object detection is much more im-

portant than missing objects.

The proposed human localization method, AGTLM

consists of three stages; first localization of candi-

date human regions, second reassurance of the

candidate regions, and third final refinement of hu-

man localization.

The GoogLeNet-LSTM approach adopted in the

first stage generates candidate bounding boxes of

humans in a scene. The second stage filters out

false positives and can obtain more precise and

tighter candidate human bounding boxes by apply-

ing the reassurance CNN processing. Finally, sali-

ency object detection technique in the third stage

refines bounding boxes of human localization re-

sulting from the second stage processing.

The experimental results show that our AGTLM

can generate the good ground-truth data for om-

ni-images. The rest of the paper is organized as

follows. Section II introduces technical back-

grounds and related works necessary for under-

standing the contributions of the paper. Section III

describes our proposed method and its imple-

mentation details. Experimental results are dis-
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cussed in Section IV, and finally the conclusion is

presented in Section V.

2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUNDS AND RELATED 
WORK

2.1 GoogLeNet  

By now, it is well-known that deeper layers

(increased number of layers) and wider layer

(increased layer size) of CNN in general performs

better. However increase the CNN size comes with

two major drawbacks.

Bigger size typically means a larger number of

parameters, which makes the expanded network

more prone to overfitting, especially if the number

of labeled examples in the training set is limited.

Another drawback of uniformly increased network

size is the dramatically increased use of computa-

tional resources. In order to solve two major draw-

backs above, ‘network-in-network’ approach has

been proposed by Lin et al. [5] which can increase

the representational power of neural networks.

By the Inception architecture, a carefully crafted

design based on network-in-network approach,

GoogLeNet [4] designed by Google team increased

the depth and width of the network while keeping

the computational budget constant. GoogLeNet

consisting of a 22 layers deep network, shows that

on the ImageNet large-scale classification and de-

tection challenges (ILSVRC 2014) [6], it signifi-

cantly outperforms the current state of the art.

2.2 GoogLeNet-LSTM Approach to Object Detection

[3] proposed a combination of GoogLeNet and

LSTM for object detection. Unlike traditional re-

cursive neural networks, LSTM network is known

to be well-suited to learn from experience to clas-

sify, process and predict systems with memory like

time series when there are time lags of unknown

size and bound between important events. For fur-

ther detailed understanding, the reader needs to re-

fer to [7].

In this paper, we will call the approach sug-

gested in [3] as GoogLeNet-LSTM approach. Goog

LeNet part of the GoogLeNet-LSTM approach

encodes an image into high level descriptors via

a convolutional architecture and LSTM part of

GoogLeNet-LSTM approach decodes that repre-

sentation into a set of bounding boxes of object.

Compared to the state-of-the-art methods,

GoogLeNet-LSTM can handle to detect multiple

persons, even overlapped persons under complex

scenes and can detect objects with extremely small

false alarm for not much complicated image data

sets.

2.3 Saliency Detection via Graph-Based Manifold 
Ranking

The task of saliency detection is to identify the

most important and informative part of a scene,

and can be used to perform some difficult tasks

such as generating bounding boxes [8], binary

foreground and background segmentation, or sali-

ency maps which indicate the saliency likelihood

of each pixel. In this paper, salient object detection

is adopted to refine bounding box of objects.

Among many salient object detection methods, the

one based on graph-based manifold ranking is

known to be very competitive with respect to pre-

cision and recall and also with respect to process-

ing speed [9].

Saliency detection via graph-base manifold

ranking consists of two stages; first candidate sa-

liency map obtained from 4 sides of an image prob-

lem and second final salient object detection com-

ing from correction of the candidate saliency map

by relevance computed via graph-based manifold

ranking. It is known that even though the candidate

saliency maps after the first stage are not precise

in the Saliency detection via graph-base manifold

ranking, salient object can be well detected by the

saliency maps after the foreground queries in the

second stage.
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2.4 Related Works

For annotating(labelling) and evaluating video

analysis such as object detection, and tracking,

there have been developed some tools such as

VATIC [10] , ViPER [11], LabelMe [12], and la-

belImg [13]. All these annotation tools are semi-

automatic and need human intervention for manip-

ulation.

As well-known by now, the performance of an

object detector depends much on its training data-

set and drops significantly when the detector is ap-

plied to a new scene. Even though most object de-

tectors are learned with generic annotated datasets

that are sampled from a large number of situations

to cover the maximum variability of the object, a

new scene can still have variations different from

generic training dataset.

One of approaches to tackle this problem has

been tried by proposing methods to transfer ge-

neric learning to scene-specific learning [14, 15, 16,

17]. The generically trained detectors can be used

for extracting features from scene specific datasets

and the extracted scene specific features are uti-

lized for training detectors to be adapted for the

scene [15]. Also, the generically trained classifiers

can be fine-tuned for a specific scene from scene

specific labelled dataset [16, 17]. All these efforts

still need labelled dataset about the specific scene.

Some research works to automate the transfer

learning have been reported in the literature [14,

18, 19]. All of [14, 18, 19] proposed an automatic

adapting a generic classifier to specific scene iter-

atively. In [14], it starts with a generic pedestrian

detector, which is applied to unlabeled samples in

videos collected from the target scene. Based on

detection results and context cues, some positive

and negative samples from the target scene are au-

tomatically selected. Since the labels of the selected

samples are predicted by detection scores and con-

text cues, and could be wrong, their confidence

scores are estimated. The selected samples and

their confidence scores are used to retrain the

scene-specific detector by transfer learning. The

updated scene-specific detector is applied to the

samples from the target scene again to select more

samples for the next round of training. It repeats

until convergence.

In similar spirits, [18] and [19] have dealt with

transfer learning in the area of deep learning. [18]

proposed a deep model to automatically learn scene-

specific features and visual patterns in static video

surveillance without any manual labels from the

target scene. [19] proposed a novel approach to au-

tomatically specialize a generic pedestrian detector

to specific scene by utilizing the sequential Monte

Carlo filter and the Faster R-CNN deep model. In

[20], at the first iteration, a generic classifier is

used to predict a set of samples from the target

dataset. Then, the update step determines the rele-

vance of each sample by using an observation

function. After that, the sampling step proposes the

first specialized dataset from target and source

samples. The process is the same at a different

iteration, but the prediction step uses a specialized

classifier, trained on a dataset built at the previous

iteration, to propose new samples belonging to the

target dataset.

In automatic adaptation of generic learning to

scene-specific learning, [14, 18, 19] utilizes con-

fidence concept for more reliable object prediction

from unlabeled data sets.

In our problem setting, our targeted CNN for

embedded systems is simplified and is not large

enough to learn generic data sets. Thus, transfer

learning may not be appropriate for our problem.

In this paper, the research focus is concentrated

on extracting a more reliable ground-truth human

localization from the scene-specific data sets au-

tomatically so that the extracted ground-truth

human localization labelled data can be utilized to

retrain the embedded CNN model in the later

stage.
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Fig. 2. The working flow of AGTLM for human 
localization.

3. THE PROPOSED AGTLM FOR PRECISE 
HUMAN LOCALIZATION

3.1 Outline of the Proposed AGLTM

Fig. 2 shows the workflow of our proposed

AGTLM (Automatic Ground Truth Labelling

Method). AGTLM consists of three stages; first

stage finds out candidate human regions, second

stage reassures the candidate regions, and final

third stage refines human localization regions.

In the first stage of the proposed AGTLM,

GoogLeNet-LSTM approach [3] is adopted to pre-

dict candidate bounding boxes of humans. Since

GoogLeNet-LSTM approach is not perfect, ob-

viously GoogLeNet-LSTM approach predicts false

positive bounding boxes or predicts bounding box-

es which are not precise or tight enough for label-

ling purpose. Thus, in the second stage, additional

reassurance CNN processing based on GoogLeNet

[4] is applied to filter out false positives and to ob-

tain more precise bounding boxes.

The second stage starts with enlarging the

candidate bounding boxes resulting from the first

stage to increase the possibility that the enlarged

bounding boxes may include the missing human

body parts not covered by the first stage bounding

boxes. Next, the reassurance CNN processing is

applied to the enlarged candidate region. Since the

GoogLeNet-based reassurance CNN network is

trained with human bounding box images without

any cluttered background objects, its performance

to detect human in the restricted region is ob-

served to be very reliable. The reassurance CNN

network can reliably either filter out the incorrect

candidate regions which do not contain a human

or produce more precise candidate bounding

boxes. The reassurance CNN network produces a

confidence score about the human detection in the

enlarged candidate region and bounding boxes of

humans. If the confidence score is less than the

threshold, the candidate region will be discarded.

Otherwise, the proposed method moves to the

third stage.

The third stage begins with another enlarged

region of the bounding box generated by the re-

assurance CNN network in the second stage. In

the third stage, further localization refinement

based on saliency detection is applied. The sali-

ency region in the enlarged candidate region is

extracted by applying saliency object detection

technique and one calculates the minimum bound-

ing box of the extracted saliency region. Finally,

after the newly calculated bounding box is

checked against the second stage bounding box

and satisfies conditions about similar size and

similar aspect ratio, then the bounding box ob-

tained by the saliency process is determined to be

a final tight bounding box. The applied saliency

detection technique in the third stage utilizes

graph-based manifold ranking [9] and some tradi-

tional image processing method such as global

thresholding, and median filtering.

Fig. 3 demonstrates major processes in the three

stages of the proposed AGTLM.
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Fig. 3. Workflow and processes of the proposed      
AGTLM.

3.2 Human Localization based on GoogLeNet- 
LSTM approach

We construct GoogLeNet part of adopted Goog

LeNet-LSTM approach to encode the fisheye im-

ages with 480×720 resolution into a 15×25 grid of

1024-dimensional top level GoogLeNet features.

By changing into the 480x800 resolution. Each cell

in the grid has a receptive field of size 139×139,

and is trained to produce a set of distinct bounding

boxes in the center 64×64 region. 300 distinct

LSTM controllers are constructed to run in paral-

lel, one for each 1×1×1024 cell of the grid. The

LSTM units are designed with 250 memory states,

no bias terms, and no output nonlinearities. At each

step, the GoogLeNet features are concatenated

with the output of the previous LSTM unit, and

the result is fed into the next LSTM unit. The im-

age is only fed into the first LSTM unit, indicating

that multiple presentations of the image may not

be necessary. Producing each region of the full

480x720 image in parallel gives an efficient batch-

ing of the decoding process.

Fig. 4 demonstrates GoogLeNet-LSTM proc-

essing in the first stage of the proposed method.

Fig. 4. GoogLeNet-LSTM processing in the first stage 
of the proposed method.

3.3 Reassurance CNN Network

It is reported in [3] that human detection by

GoogLeNet-LSTM approach performs better com-

pared to other human detection methods, but

shows some not negligible false alarm rate and

missing alarm rate. For ground-truth data gen-

eration purpose, missing alarm (missing human

detection) is not so dangerous, but false alarm

(non-human detection or imprecise human de-

tection) is critical and avoidance of false alarm is

strongly desirable. In order to filter out the false

alarm, the proposed AGTLM applies reassurance

process via another deep learning network based

on GoogLeNet. The applied reassurance CNN net-

work is constructed to produce a confidence score

about human detectability for the candidate bound-

ing box obtained from the first stage processing,

and bounding box for the human object in the en-

larged region of the candidate bounding box if the

reassurance CNN network predicts a human

region. The reassurance CNN network is trained

with restricted images of 160×160 like the input

image in Fig. 5. Thus, in the second stage process-

ing, firstly the candidate bounding box image from

the first stage is enlarged 2.5 times and it is re-

scaled into 160×160 size. Then, the rescaled image

is input into the trained reassurance CNN network.

Fig. 5 illustrates the processing of the reassur-

ance CNN network architecture.

Fig. 5. Reassurance Process of the GoogLeNet-based 
deep CNN network.

3.4 Refining Human Localization

The predicted bounding boxes from GoogLeNet-

LSTM in the first stage occasionally miss an im-

portant part of human body, and are not precise.
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Fig. 6. Predicted Bounding boxes (yellow) from 
GoogLeNet-LSTM in the first stage, predicted 
bounding boxes (blue) from the reassurance CNN 
network in the second stage and enlarged bounding 
boxes (green) from the results in the second 
stage.

Yellow boxes in Fig. 6(a) show such cases. Or, the

predicted bounding boxes are sometimes not tight

enough compared to ones obtained manually by a

ground-truth tool, which can be seen in yellow

boxes in Fig. 6(b). Also, the predicted bounding

boxes from the reassurance CNN network in the

second stage shows similar cases which can be

seen from blue boxes in Fig. 6.

As we mention earlier, the predicted bounding

boxes form the reassurance CNN network occa-

sionally also miss a part of human body or are not

tight enough. So we apply the refinement process

(the third stage) to make the bounding boxes more

correctly and tighter.

We start the third stage by enlarging the pre-

dicted bounding boxes from the reassurance CNN

network up to 169% more, with same the purpose

as in stage 2. We use the enlarged rectangle as

input into the refining human localization process.

Fig. 7 illustrates the refinement human localization

process.

Fig. 7. Refinement Human Localization Process

In order to find the tight bounding boxes, we ap-

ply several processes, such as saliency detection

via graph-based manifold ranking [9], global

thresholding, and median filter. Sometimes, the re-

finement process leads to incorrect results as

shown in Fig. 8 (c), (f) and (i).

Fig. 8. Some incorrect results of refinement process: (c), 
(f), and (i)

To filter out the wrong results of refinement

process, we compare the area of the final refined

bounding box to a corresponding bounding box

from the reassurance CNN network.

If the condition below is satisfied, we decide the

refined bounding box is correct otherwise we dis-

card it.

 ′
  

 (1)

From our experiments we set the value of low

thresholding and high thresholding to be 0.4, 1.4

respectively.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Experimental Environments

In order to evaluate our proposed solution, we
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Fig. 9. Sample images in DB-A and DB-B.

utilized two home-grown datasets, DB-A and DB-

B. DB-A and DB-B which consists of images with

480×800 resolution, collected at offices of some

companies in Seoul, South Korea. The DB-A con-

tains 1500 Omni-images taken under 4 different

indoor environments. And, DB-B contains 700 im-

ages consisting of images taken under 2 environ-

ments which are different from DB-A’s environ-

ment and some images from Bomni DB [24]. In Fig.

9 shows some sample images of DB-A and DB-B.

To evaluate the performance of our proposed

AGTLM, we utilized the simplified CNN network

[2]. The simplified CNN network is obtained by

simplifying and optimizing YOLO model so as to

be able to run on our fisheye camera’s DSP.

4.2 Evaluation Methodology

For detection measure, we adopt IOU (Intersec-

tion Over Union) as PASCAL measure in [23]. IOU

is defined as follows.

  ∪ 

 ∩ 
(2)

Where Bp and Bgt means the detected bounding

box, and the ground-truth bounding box, re-

spectively. If IOU > 50%, we decide that the de-

tected object is correctly detected.

Next, if we denote the number of correctly de-

tected human objects (true positives), the number

of falsely detected human objects (false positives),

and the number of missed human objects (false

negatives) as TP, FP, and FN, respectively. Then,

precision is defined to be the percentage of detected

true positives compared to the total number of

items detected by the method.

Pr 


(3)

Recall means the percentage of detected true

positives compared to the total number of true pos-

itives in the ground truth.

 


(4)

Actually, Precision = 1- false alarm rate, and

Recall = 1- miss rate.

4.3 Experimental Results

4.3.1 Robustness of the simplified CNN network

In order to see the performance of the simplified

YOLO CNN network [2] drops considerably when

it is applied to new scenes, we trained the sim-

plified YOLO and Tiny YOLO with DB-A and

tested the trained ones with DB-B.

Experimental data in Table 1 shows that the

simplified YOLO network is not robust with re-

spect to new environments (different backgrounds,

different illumination, and so on) and needs to be

retrained for each scene. But, manual labelling of

new training datasets for retraining costs ex-

pensive. Thus, need for development of automatic

labelling tool may follows. Table 1. Testing results

of applying the simplified YOLO and Tiny YOLO

against the dataset, DB-B, which has different en-

vironment from the training data set, DB-A.
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Fig. 10. Some Images from DB-A. Not tight ground truth- 
green rectangle, precise ground truth-red rec-
tangle. 

Fig. 11. Predicted Bounding boxes (yellow) from GoogLe 
Net-LSTM in the first stage, predicted bounding 
boxes (blue) from the reassurance CNN network 
in the second stage and enlarged bounding boxes 
(green) of the second stage bounding boxes, and 
the final bounding boxes (red) refined in the final 
third stage.

Table 1. Testing results of  applying the simplified YOLO 
and Tiny YOLO against the dataset, DB-B, which 
has different environment from the training data 
set, DB-A 

Simplified YOLO 11.65 14.04

Tiny YOLO 68.25 72.16

4.3.2 The effect of the tightness of ground-truth

data on the performance of CNN network

To understand why one may need tighter

ground-truth bounding-box data for better per-

formance of the CNN network, we train the sim-

plified YOLO network model [2] by two kinds of

ground-truth data, separately; tight ones (red rec-

tangles in Fig. 10) and not tight ones (green rec-

tangles in Fig. 10). Those ground-truth data are

obtained from DB-A by using our manual ground-

truth tool.

Then, we tested two trained simplified YOLO

network against DB-B, and obtained experimental

data of Table 2. The experimental data in Table

2 shows that training by tight bounding box

ground-truth data is important for better accuracy

performance.

Table 2. Accuracy comparison with respect to loose and 
tight ground-truth bounding box data

Training Ground Truth Data
Simplified YOLO

Precision Recall

Not Tight Bounding Box Data 67.35% 78.25%

Tight Bounding Box Data 92.68% 94.35%

4.3.3 Accuracy of The Proposed AGTLM

Through experiments about DB-A and DB-B,

it is verified that the proposed AGLTM generates

more tighter bounding-boxes compared to Goog

LeNet-LSTM approach (first stage) and reassur-

ance CNN network (second stage). First, Fig. 11

shows that AGTLM generates the bounding boxes

more precisely and tightly than GoogLeNet-LSTM

and the reassurance CNN network by illustrating

and comparing bounding boxes (stage; yellow-

ones, stage; blueones, and stage; red ones)

predicted from the first stage, the second stage, and

the final stage of the proposed AGLTM,

respectively.

Fig. 12 illustrates again the effectiveness of the

proposed AGTLM in multiple person images.
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Fig. 12. Predicted Bounding boxes (yellow) from GoogLe 
Net-LSTM in the first stage, predicted bounding 
boxes (blue) from the reassurance CNN network 
in the second stage and enlarged bounding boxes 
(green) from the results in the second stage, re-
fined bounding boxes (red)

Table 3. Comparison with respect to accuracy

Method Name
Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

GoogLeNet-LSTM 87.27 93.69

Reassurance CNN network 90.82 94.03

Our Proposed AGTLM 98.44 92.23

Table 4. Comparison of Tightness Performance by 
average IOU

Method Name IOU Rate (%)

GoogLeNet-LSTM 76.06

Reassurance CNN network 86.23

The Proposed AGTLM 89.31

Since the enlarged bounding boxes are expanded

based on the predicted bounding boxes from the

second stage (reassures the candidate regions), if

the enlarged bounding boxes overlap with the oth-

ers a lot or have complex background, the proposed

AGTLM may generate the unreliable results, as

shown in Fig. 12 (d), (e), and (f). All these wrong

cases will be filtered out by applying the condition

(1) in Section 3.4. When bounding boxes are sepa-

rate or overlaps a little, then it is observed that

the proposed AGTLM works well as shown in Fig.

12 (a), (b), and (c).

Table 3 obtained by quantitative analysis on

DB-B shows that the proposed AGTLM can filter

out false alarm cases (non-human objects) and

correct imprecisely detected human objects. Goog

LeNet-LSTM in the first stage may pass false

alarms, and reassurance network in the second

stage filters out some false alarm by checking con-

fidence scores, and finally the condition (1) in the

third stage filters out some false alarms survived

from the second stage. Saliency processes in the

third stage, especially global thresholding process

may generate worsen bounding boxes which are

supposed to be filtered out by condition (1). On the

other hand, saliency process applied to the enlarged

region of the bounding box of the  stage may

correct the second stage’s imprecise bounding

boxes. Anyway, filtering out may increase missing

of human objects, which leads to decreased recall

performance as shown in Table 3. However, as ex-

plained before in Introduction, missing is not crit-

ical for ground-truth data generation purpose.

The performance with respect to tightness of the

proposed AGTLM is seen by experimental data

Table 4, which was obtained on 673 images from

DB-B which have survived as true positives after

the second stage. IOUs was calculated between the

ground-truth bounding boxes and each ones among

three bounding box classes; ones after GoogLe

Net-LSTM in the first stage, or ones after re-

assurance CNN network in the second stage, or

ones after the final third stage. Data in Table 4 is

average IOU computed from IOUs for each class.

4.3.4 The Effectiveness of training ground-truth

data by the Proposed AGTLM

To see that the more precise and tighter bound-

ing box ground-truth data generated by the pro-

posed AGTLM is more effective for training sim-

plified YOLO network, we trained the simplified

YOLO network by the four different kinds of

ground-truth data; one by GoogLeNet-LSTM, one

by reassurance CNN network, one by the proposed

AGTLM method, and one by manual tool, re-

spectively. All these ground-truth data are ex-
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Table 5. Comparison the accuracy of simplified YOLO with 
different ground-truth data

Training Ground-Truth

Dataset

Simplified YOLO

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

From Manual Labelling Tool 95.71 98.14

From GoogLeNet-LSTM 88.86 95.29

From Reassurance CNN

network
92.15 96.31

From the Proposed AGTLM 94.14 97.43

tracted from the same 400 images which are ran-

domly chosen among 673 images in DB-B which

have been detected as true positive by AGTLM.

Then, we tested four differently trained sim-

plified YOLO networks with the remaining 300 im-

ages in DB-B. Table 5 shows the testing results.

Actually, manual labelling tool generates ground-

truth data with 100% IOU as opposed to the auto-

matic labelling tool, GoogLeNet-LSTM and the

proposed AGTLM.

Experimental data in Table 5 shows that more

precise and tighter ground-truth bounding box da-

ta would train CNN networks better so as to gen-

erate better testing result.

The experiment results in Table 3, Table 4 and

Table 5 show that our proposed AGTLM generates

the ground truth more correctly and tightly com-

pared to GoogLeNet-LSTM method and can pro-

duce better testing result.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented an accurate human

localization method for automatic labelling of hu-

man from fisheye Images. The proposed human lo-

calization method, AGTLM, improves the pre-ex-

isting good performing human localization method,

GoogLeNet-LSTM, by applying further reassur-

ance process based on GoogLeNet, and refining

process based on saliency detection. From experi-

ments, it was shown that the proposed human lo-

calization method generates more precise and

tighter human object bounding boxes. And, it is al-

so observed the more precise and tighter ground-

truth data is more effective to train CNN with re-

spect to accuracy performance, at least for the sim-

ple CNN networks.
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